Abstract.
Introduction
Since the early seventies, there has been an extensive development of the theory of set-valued random processes. The motivation came from both the theory and the applications. Set-valued random processes are the natural generalization of random processes and it is interesting to know whether we can develop for them a convergence and representation theory analogous to the one existing for point-valued processes. This line of theoretical research can be traced in the works of Alo-de Korvin [1] , Bagchi [5] , Costé [8] , Dam [9] , Daures [10] , Hiai-Umegaki [17] , Hiai [18] , Luu [25] , Neveu [27] , Papageorgiou [29, 30, 34, 35] and Wang-Xue [45] . On the other hand, the works of de Korvin-Kleyle [23] , Papageorgiou [32, 33] , Salinetti-Wets [40, 41] , and Yovits-Foulk-Rose [47] illustrate the importance of set-valued random processes in various applied fields, like optimization (see [40, 41] ), mathematical economics (see [32, 33] ) and in the analysis of uncertain information systems (see [23, 47] ).
The purpose of this paper is to establish some new properties of the setvalued conditional expectation and prove some convergence theorems for setvalued amarts and uniform amarts. Given that these two classes incorporate setvalued martingales and quasi-martingales (see section 5), we can view our work here as the continuation of the recent important work of Wang-Xue [45] , who obtained the most general convergence theorems for set-valued semimartingales, extending among other things some of the results of Papageorgiou [34] .
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper (SI,!., p.) will be a complete probability space, En a sub-cr-field of !, {X"}">i an increasing sequence of sub-cr-fields of ! such in particular, if F(-) is In-measurable, then E^F(co) = F (to) p-a.e.; if !'0, In are sub-rj-fields of I and !'0 ç I0, then EV^(EJ-°F) = EZ'°F p-a.e. and finally, for every A £ In, cl / ° E*>F(co) dp(co) = cl / F(co) dp(co), Ja Ja where J * ^F(w) í//í(£ü) = y f(co) dp(co) :f£Lx(!o,X), f(to) £ F(co) p-a.e.\
In addition if F(-) is P/c(X)-valued, then
cl / E^F(w)dp(co) = cl / F(co)dp(co) Ja Ja (cf. Hiai-Umegaki [17] ).
A sequence of multifunctions Fn : Si -> Pf(X) is said to be adapted to I" if, for every n > 1, F"(-) is I"-measurable. An adapted sequence {Fn , I"}">i is said to be a set-valued martingale if and only if, for every n > 1, E1"Fn+x(co) = Fn(co) p-a.e. An adapted sequence {Fn,!n}n>x is said to be a set-valued quasimartingale if and only if YJn>x A(Fn , Ez-Fn+X) < oo, where A(F" , E^Fn+i) = Jnh(Fn(co), E1"Fn+x(co))dp(co) and h(-,-) denotes the usual Hausdorff generalized metric on P/(X). It is obvious that a set-valued martingale is a setvalued quasi-martingale, but the converse is not true in general. A function t: Q -> N+ U {+00} is said to be a stopping-time with respect to {!«}"> 1 if, for each n > 1, {t = n} = {to £ Si: t(co) = n} £ !". The set of all stopping times is denoted by T*. We can partially order T* in the obvious way; namely, if Ti, t2 £ T*, we say that xx < r2 if and only if tx(co) < t2(co) for all to £ Si. By T we will denote the subset of T* consisting of all bounded stopping times. So t g T if and only if t £ T* and the range of t(-) is a finite set in N+ . The order induced on T by T* has the property that N+ is cofinal in T. Given t £ T, we define !T = {A £ !: A n {r = n} £ !" , n > I}. Then {!T}zer is an increasing family of sub-cr-fields of I. Also we define Fx(co) = FT(û))(fo>) for all co £ Si. From Luu [25] we know that Fr: Si -► P/(X) is IT-measurable. In section 4, we show that if {Fn , !n}n>i is a set-valued martingale, then so is the net {Fr, IT}T6r ("optional sampling theorem"). Now let {F", In}">i be an adapted set-valued random process. In analogy with the point-valued case (cf. Egghe [15] ), we say that {Fn, I"}">i is a set-valued amart, if the net {cl^F^^t is /z-convergent (i.e. convergent for the Hausdorff generalized metric on P/(X)). Since (P/(X), h) is a complete generalized metric space, there is some K £ P/(X) such that h(cl J^Fjdp, K) -► 0 for t £ T. We will say that {Fn,!"}">x is a set-valued uniform amart if and only if limT67-sup(T>I A(FT, E^Fa) = 0 (recall that A(FT, E1'Fa) = Jnh(FT, E^Fa)dp(co)).
This definition generalizes in a natural way to setvalued random processes, the concept of a point-valued uniform amart (cf. Bellow [6] ). Clearly a set-valued uniform amart is a set-valued amart.
In what follows by Sf) (I, X) we will denote the set of all equivalence classes of integrably bounded multifunctions F: Si -► P/(X) where two multifunctions F\, F2 are considered to be identical if and only if Fx (co) -F2(co) p-a.e. Furnished with the metric A(F, G) = ¡Qh(F(co), G(to))dp(to), 3ffx(!, X) becomes a complete metric space.
Similarly, we can define 3f)(!, X) and 3fJkc(!, X). Note that 3fjc(X) is a closed subspace of the metric space (3fx(!, X), A); hence (3f^c(X), A) is itself a complete metric space.
An operator L: I x LP(Si, I)-^I = 1U {+00}, 1 < p < 00, will be said to be local on I if and only if, for every u, v £ Lp(Si, X) and every A £!, XaU = XaV p-a.e. implies that L(A, u) = L(A, v). We will say that L is additive on I if, for every u £ Lp(Si, X) and for every Ax , A2 £ I, AXC\A2 = 0 implies that L(AX liA2, u) = L(AX, u) + L(A2, u). Finally we will say that L(-, •) is proper if there exists uq £ Lp(Si, X) suchthat L(A, uq) < 00 for all A £ I.
Recall that if Y is a Banach space and /: Q -> Y, we say that /(•) is scalarly integrable if, for all x* £ X*, (x*, /(•)) £ Lx(Si). If for every A£!, there exists xA £ X such that (x*, xA) = JA(x*, f(co)) dp(co), then we say that F(-) is Pettis-integrable and we write xA = P-JA f(oj) dp(co). Clearly every Bochner integrable function is Pettis integrable, but the converse is not in general true. A Banach space X is said to have the Radon-Nikodym Property (RNP) (resp. the Weak Radon-Nikodym Property (WRNP)) if, for every complete probability space (Si, I, p) and for every vector measure m: I -► X of bounded variation such that m -c p, there exists a Bochner integrable function (resp. a Pettisintegrable function) /(•) such that for every A £ I m(A) = / f(co)dp(co) (resp. m(A) = P -/ f(co)dp(co)).
Ja Ja
It is an immediate consequence of the Pettis measurability theorem (see Diestel-Uhl [11, Theorem 2, p. 42]) that on separable Banach spaces RNP and WRNP are equivalent. In general, WRNP is of course weaker than RNP.
Let {An}n>x ç 2*\{0}. We define
s-]imAn = [x £ X: limd(x, A") = 0} = {x e X: x = limx", x" £ An, n > 1} and w-limAn = {x € X: x = w-limx"k, x"k £ A"k, nx < n2 < ■ ■ ■ < nk < ■ ■ ■} (here s-denotes the strong topology on X and w-the weak topology). Note that we always have s-limAn ç w-lim An. We say that the A" 's converge
to A_in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense, denoted by An A A if and only if u;-limv4" = A = 5-lim^". Also we will say that the A" 's converge to A weakly (or scalarly), denoted by A" -^ A if and only if, for all x* £ X*, <r(x*, A") -> o(x*, A). The notions of K.-M and weak convergence of sets are in general disjoint and are both implied by convergence in the Hausdorff generalized pseudometric (resp. metric) on 2X (resp. on P/(X)). Also if dimX < 00 and {A", A}n>x ç Pk(X), then all three types of convergence coincide (cf. Attouch [3] and Klein-Thompson [22] ). Recall that if A, C £ 2*\{0} , the Hausdorff distance of A and C is defined by supd(a, C), supd(c, A) . (cf. Hörmander [19] ).
Finally a topological ( V, x) isa Polish space, if t is metrizable by some metric d and (V, d) is a complete separable metric space. A Souslin space is a Hausdorff topological space, which is the continuous image of a Polish space. A Polish space is a Souslin space and so is a separable Banach space furnished with the weak topology. So a Souslin space is always separable, but need not be metrizable. More generally, if X is a separable Banach space, then X^, (the dual space X* equipped with the w*-topology) is a Souslin space. Two comparable Souslin topologies define the same Borel subsets.
3. The conditional expectation of a random set
In this section we establish some useful properties of the set-valued conditional expectation. In doing this we also obtain some peripheral results which are actually of independent interest. So we see how the structure of SF determines the pointwise properties of F(-), we prove a representation theorem for nonlinear, local additive operators on L°°(Si, X^.), from which we derive an expression for the set-valued conditional expectation £'Zoir(-) and finally we characterize the elements in SxeZof .
As we already mentioned in section 2, (Si, I, p) is a complete probability space and X a separable Banach space. Additional hypotheses will be introduced as needed. We start with a result which can be viewed as a converse to Proposition 3.1 of Papageorgiou [29] . Recall that according to that proposition, if F: Si -► Pwkc(X) is integrably bounded, then SF is tw-compact and convex in Lx(Si,X). Proposition 1. If X is weakly sequentially complete, X* has the WRNP and F: Si-* 2X\{0} is a graph measurable multifunction such that SF is nonempty, bounded closed and convex, then F(-) is p-a.e. Pwkc(X)-valued and integrably bounded.
Proof. From Hiai-Umegaki [17, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2], we know that F: Si -► Pfc(X) and is integrably bounded. Hence for all co £ Si\N, p(N) = 0, F(co) is bounded. We will show that in fact F(co) £ Pwkc(X) ■ Suppose that for some co £ Si\N, F (to) is not íü-compact. From the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, we know that there exists a sequence {x"}">i in F(to) with no weakly convergent subsequence. Since {x"}">i is bounded and X is weakly sequentially complete, from Rosenthal's dichotomy theorem [39] , we have that {x"}">i is an /'-sequence. So /' embeds into X , a contradiction to the fact that X* has the WRNP (cf. Musial [26] ). Q.E.D.
Remarks, (i) If X* has the RNP, then the result is immediate because, in this case, X is reflexive (cf. Diestel-Uhl [11, Corollary 11, p. 198]).
(ii) Our result partially extends Theorem 3.6 (i) of Klei [21] .
In fact, we can have the following more general result. Recall that a subset K CLx(Si,X) is decomposable if, for all (f,f2, A) £Lx(Si, X)xLx(Si, X)x i, xaA +XA'fi e a:. Proposition 2. If X is weakly sequentially complete, X* has the WRNP and K C Ll(Si, X) is decomposable and bounded, then K is relatively weakly compact in Lx(Si, X). Proof. We claim that K is uniformly integrable. To this end let \K\ = {||/(-)||: f £ K} and let h = esssup|/(f| (cf. Neveu [28] ). We need to show that h(-) £ Lx(Si). From Proposition VI-1-1, p. 121 of Neveu [28] , we know that h(co) = sup">i ||/n(cfj)|| p-a.e. Furthermore, the decomposability of K implies that \K\ is directed upwards. Then from the above-mentioned result of Neveu, we know that we can have ||/"(a>)|| î h(co) p-a.e. Since K is bounded, an application of the monotone convergence theorem tells us that h £ Lx(Sï). Hence K is uniformly integrable. Also because X* has the WRNP, we have that /' does not embed in X. So by Corollary 9 of Bourgain [7] (see also Pisier [36] ), K does not contain a sequence equivalent to the standard /'-basis. So if {un}n>x is a sequence in K ,by Rosenthal's dichotomy theorem [39] , we have {w"}">i has a weakly Cauchy subsequence. Finally since X is weakly complete, from Talagrand [43] , we know that Lx(Si, X) is weakly sequentially complete and so we conclude that K is weakly compact. Q.E.D. Now we turn our attention to the set-valued conditional expectation. Proposition 3. If F: Si-* Pwkc(X) is an integrably bounded multifunction, then Ez°F(co) £ Pwkc(X) p-a.e. Proof. From Proposition 3.1 of Papageorgiou [29] (see also Theorem 3.6 (ii) of Klei [21] ), we know that SF is tocompact in Lx(Si, X). So E^S}? is incompact and convex in L'(Io, X). But recall that by definition SxEÍ(¡F(!o) = cl{EL°SF}. Thus invoking Corollary 1.6 of Hiai-Umegaki [17] and Theorem 3.6 (i) of Klei [21] , we conclude that E^F(co) £ Pwkc(X) p-a.e. Q.E.D.
In fact using Proposition 2, we can have the following alternative version of the above result. is Pf(X)-valued. Also since I has no I0-atoms, from Dynkin-Evstigneev [13] , we know that EL°F(co) is p-a.e. convex. So for /¿-almost all co£Si, E'LaF(co) is closed, convex, hence weakly closed. Applying Proposition 4 we conclude that E1°F(co) £ Pwkc(X) p-a.e. Q.E.D. Now we turn our attention to the support function of the set-valued conditional expectation. Let F: Si -► P/C(X) be a measurable multifunction with SF t¿ 0. The function (co,x*) -> o(x*, F(to)) is jointly measurable and wjM.s.c. and sublinear in x* £ X*. By the conditional expectation of (co, x*) -* o(x*, F (to)) with respect to the sub-tr-field lo, we mean a function cp: Si x X* -* R = Ru {+OC} , which is In x B(X^.) measurable, w*-l.s.c. in x* and for every (A, v) £ In x L°°(Io, X^.) we have that / cp(co,v(co))dp(to)= \ o(v(to),F(to))dp(co). Ja Ja
Then we write cp(co, x*) = Eloo(x*, F (to)). Note that since X is separable, X^,. (the Banach space X* equipped with the weak *-topology) is a Souslin space and since two comparable Souslin topologies generate the same Borel ofield, we have that B(X*) = B(X^.), for any comparable Souslin topology t on X*.
In the sequel, we will show that the conditional expectation E1oct(x* , F (to)) exists and is unique up to sets of the form N x X*, p(N) -0 . We will do this by proving a general representation theorem for nonlinear, local and additive on I functionals. Recall that Lx(Si, X)* = L°°(Si, AT*,) (cf. Ionescu-Tulcea [20] ). Here L°°(Si, JKg.) is the Banach space of all /: Q -» X* which are w»-measurable and ||/(-)|| £ L°°(Si).
We start with two auxiliary results that will be needed in the sequel. The second auxiliary result is the following: Lemma 7. If_ cpx, cp2: Q x X* -> R = lu {+00} are I x B(X^) = I x 5(X*.)-measurable integrands such that for all (A, x*) e I x L°°(Q, Z,*.) we /zave / cpx(co, x*(co))dp(co) < j cp2(to, x*(to))dp(co), Ja ja then <px(co, x*) < cp2(co, x*) for all (co, x*) e (Si\N) x X*, p(N) = 0.
Proof. Let SÎ = {co £Si: 3x* e X*, <p2(co, x*) < oc , ^i(w, x*) > <p2(co, x*)}.
If
T = {(co, x*) £ Si x X*: cp2(co, x*) < oo, cpx(co, x*) > cp2(co, x*)} = (J{(fc>, x*) e Si x X*: tp2(co, x*) < n, cpx(co, x*) > cp2(to, x*)} n>l £!xB(X*w.).
Since X*,. is a Souslin space, by the von Neumann-Aumann projection theorem (cf. Wagner [44] ), we have that proj^T = Q e I. Also from Aumann's selection theorem (see Wagner [44, Theorem 5 .10]), we can find y*: Si -* X* w*-measurable such that (co, y*(co)) e T for all co e Si.
Let Q" SB {co £ ñ:J\y*(to)\\ £ n, cp2(co^ y*(co)) < n, cpx(co, y*(co)) > 92(0}, y*(co))}. Then Q = U">i Si" . If p(Si) > 0, then, for some n0 > 1 , p(Sino) > 0. Let v* £ X* with ||u*|| < n0 and define z*(co) = { r(-oe) ifweà"o> \v* otherwise.
Then clearly z*(-) e L°°(Si, X*.) and / cpx(co, z*(co)) dp(co) > I cp2(co, z*(co)) dp(co), Ja" Ja, a contradiction to our hypothesis. So p(Si) = 0 ; the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
On X^. we can define a metric topology induced by the metric
where {x"}">x is a countable dense subset of X. It is well known that the ô-metric topology, the weak*-topology and the topology of uniform convergence on compacta (compact convergence topology tc ; cf. Schaefer [42] ) all coincide on closed bounded subsets of X*. Of course by the Banach-Dieudonné theorem (see Schaefer [42, p. 151] ), the ¿-metric topology is weaker than xc. Also ô(-, •) induces a metric S(-, •) on L°°(Si, X*,.) defined by S(x\y*)= [ ô(x*(co),y*(co))dp( Ja Now we are ready for our representation theorem: ¡Acp(co, x*(co))dp(co).
Furthermore, cp(co,x*) is unique up to sets From (1) and (2) above, we conclude that A -* L"(A, x*) is indeed additive. Furthermore 0 < L"(A, x*) < L(A, Xq) -I-hö(xaX* , XaXÔ) ■ But because of hypothesis (3) A -» L(A, Xq) + nô(xAx*, XaXq) is a finite measure. So from Theorem 1.2.8, p. 11 of Ash [2] , we deduce that A ^ L"(A, x*) is a measure on I. In addition, since by hypothesis L(-, Xq) «/i we have L"(-, x*) < p for every x* e L°°(Si, X¿,,) and every n > 1 . Apply the Radon-Nikodym theorem to get that for every x* e X* there exists cpn(-, x*) £ Lx(Si), cpn(co, x*) > 0 u-a.e. such that r Ln(A,x*)= / cpn(co,x*)dp = 51 / <pn(to,v*k)dp(co)= / cpn(co,x*(co))dp(co).
t_, JAnBk Ja k=\ But simple functions are dense in (L°°(Si, X*,.), a). Hence exploiting the ¿-continuity of Ln(A, •) and the ¿-continuity of cp"(co, •), we get that for all (A, x*) £ I x L°c(Si, X*,.) we have Ln(A,x*)= / cpn(co,x*(co))dp(co).
Ja
Next set cp(co, x*) = supn>1 cpn(co, x*). So (co, x*) -> cp(co, x*) is I x B(Xg) = I x B(X*,.)-measurable and x* -» cp(co, x*) is ¿-l.s.c. In addition from the monotone convergence theorem, we get L(A, x*) = supL"(A, x*) = sup / cpn(co, x*(co))dp(co) n>\ n>\ JA j cp(co, x*(co)) dp(co) Ja for all (A , x*) £ I x L°°(Q, AT*. ). Remark. It is easy to see that, by using Lemma 7, we can have that cp(co, •) is convex (resp. sublinear), provided L(A, ■) is.
We can now use this representation result to relate the lo-conditional expectation of o(x*, F(co)) and the support function a(x*, £I°/r(a))).
Our result improves a similar result of Papageorgiou [32] , where X* is assumed to be separable and F(-) integrably bounded (see also Wang-Xue [45] ). -(x*(co),f(co))]dp(co). Ja Note that m(A, 0) = 0 for all A £ lo. Also we claim that if A £ !q for every X £ R, the set rf = {x* £ L°°(I0, A";.): L(A, x*) < A} is ¿-closed. Indeed if x* -► x* and x* £ Yf, n > 1 , then by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that ¿(x*(<y), x*(co)) -► 0 p-a.e. So for almost all co £ Si, {x*(co)}n>x is in a K;*-bounded set in X*, hence is a bounded set in X*. But on such sets the u;*-topology and the ¿-metric topology coincide. So x*(co) ^> x*(co) p-a.e. So applying Fatou's lemma, we get m(A, x*) = / [o(x*(to), F (co)) -(x*(co), f(co))] dp(to) Ja < lim I\o(x*n(co), F"(«)) -(x*n(co),f(co))]dp(to)<X Ja => Tf is ¿-closed
Apply Theorem 8 (with x,*(-) = 0), to get cp: Si x X* -> R+ a I0 x £(A'*.)-measurable integrand, which is ¿-l.s.c. in x* and for all (A,x*) £ lo x L°°(I0, X*) f L(A,x*)= / cp(co,x*(co))dp(co) Ja and cp(w , x*) is unique up to sets N x X*, p(N) = 0. So
-(x*(to),f(to))]dp(to) = / cp(co, x*(co))dp(co). Ja Ja
So by definition E^o(x*, F (to)) = cp(to, x*) + (x*, E^f(to)) for all co £ Si\N, p(N) = 0 and all x* £ X*. On the other hand, from Theorem 2.2 of Hiai-Umegaki [17] and the definition of the set-valued conditional expectation, we have that / o(x*(to), F(co)) dp(to) = [ o(x*(co), E^F(co)) dp(co) Ja Ja =*. f[cp(co,x*(to)) + (x*(co),E1«f(to))]dp(co) Ja = / o(x*(co), ELoF(to))dp(co) Ja => E^a(x*, F (to)) = o(x*, E^F(co)) for all co £ Si\N, p(N) = 0 and all x* e A* (cf. Lemma 7). Q.E.D.
We can use this result to characterize the integrable selectors of E^°F(-).
Proposition 10. If_ X* is separable, F: Si -* P/C(X) is an integrable bounded multifunction and g £ Lx (I0, X), then g £ SxeZqF if and only if fA g (to) dp(co) £ cl fA F (to) dp(co) for all A £ I0.
Proof, =*■: Follows immediately from Theorem 5.4(2°) of Hiai-Umegaki [17] . <= : Using Theorem 9 above, we see that for every x* £ X*
[ (x*, g(co)) dp(co) < [ a(x*, F (to)) dp(to) = f o(x*, E^F{a)) dp(co) Ja Ja Jâ (x*,g(co))<o(x*,E^F(to)) for all to £ Si\N, p(N) = 0 and all x* £ D* ç X* a countable strongly dense subset. Recall that £,Z°F(-) is integrably bounded and so E^F(co) is p-a.e. bounded. So o(-, E^Ffa)) is p-a.e. strongly continuous. Hence we deduce that (x*, g(co)) < o(x*, E^F(co)) for all co £ Si\N', p(N') = 0 and all x* £ X*. Since E^F(-) is Pfc(X)-valued, we conclude that g (to) £ ET°F(co) p-a.e. =>. g £ SE^F . Q.E.D.
We can drop the separability hypothesis on X* if we strengthen our hypothesis on F(-).
Proposition 11. If^F:Si-> Pwkc(X) is integrably bounded and g £ L'(In, X), then g £ SxEloF if and only if ¡A g (to) dp(co) £ ¡A F (to) dp(co) for all A£!0.
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Proposition 10, only now we use the fact that E^F(co) £ Pwkc(X) p-a.e. (cf. Proposition 3) and so o(-, E^Ffa)) is p-a.e. m(X*, X)-continuous (here m(X*, X) denotes the Mackey topology on X*, defined by the dual pair (X*, X)). Also note that since X is separable, (X*, m) is separable (see for example Wilansky [46, p. 144] ). Q.E.D.
Optional sampling
In this section we prove an optimal sampling theorem for set-valued martingales, extending an earlier result of Alo-de Korvin-Roberts [1] . Here {!n}n>\ is an increasing sequence of sub-<r-fields of I such that I = tr((Jn>11"). Proof. From Luu [25] , we know that, for each n > 1, we can find {f"(-)}k>\ Q SFn such that F"(to) -cl{f£(co)}k>x for all co £ Si and for each k > 1, {fn(-),!n}n>\ if a vector-valued martingale. Invoking Theorem V.l.8, p. 129 of Egghe [15] , we know that {ffm -fj¡¡, Im}«>i is a vector-valued martingale and of course Fm(co) = cl{f^(co)}k>x for all co £ Si. So from Corollary 2.3 of Luu [25] , we conclude that {Fm , !m}m>x is a set-valued martingale.
Q.E.D.
Set-valued amarts and uniform amarts
In [6] (pp. 189-190) Bellow proved that every point-valued quasi-martingale is a uniform amart. The next proposition shows that the same holds true for random sets.
Proposition 13. IJ_ the adopted sequence {Fn,!n}">x is a set-valued quasimartingale in S?}(X), then_ {F",!n}n>x is a set-valued uniform amart.
Proof. From Proposition 1.6 of Luu [25] (see also Theorem 6.1 of [34] ), we know that there exists a martingale {Mn , I"}">i in ^f)(X) such that A(Fn , M") -> 0 and A(EZmF" , Mm) ->0 asm->oo,n>m,m>l. Let k £ N+ and t g T be given such that r > k and let v be any positive integer such that v > x > k . Then we can find m > v such that A(EJ-Fm , Mm) <^rr, k<i<v.
viK Furthermore we have V A(Fr,Mr) = J2 h(Fi,Mi)dp i=k '/<T='> < ¿ / (h(F,, Ez'Fm) + h(Ez>Fm , Mi)) dp v r V = T h(F, E^Fm) dp + T A{E*>F" , M¡)
Note that for each i = k, ... , v we have <¿/ h(Fl,EJ-Fm)dp + ±k i=k Ji«^> ¿ i = k, ... , v we have / h(F, Ez-Fm)dp = / h(E*Fi, Ez'Ez-'Fm)dp J{r=i) J{z=i)
<[ EZih(Fi,EZm-'Fm)dp (see Papageorgiou [34, p. 141 ]) J{T=i} = i h(Ft, Ez"<-lFm)dp (since {t = i} £ I,) ■/{t=i} m-\ .
-E / h(Fj, EZjFj+x)dp (triangle inequality).
Therefore we have Remark. Given that a set-valued martingale is easily seen to be a set-valued quasi-martingale, hence by Proposition 13 a set-valued uniform amart, we realize that the convergence results of this section extend those on set-valued martingales existing in the literature. In particular, it extends the recent interesting martingale convergence results of Wang-Xue [45] (section 3). We start with two convergence theorems for set-valued uniform amarts. The first extends Theorem 2 of Daures [10] and Theorem 6.1 of Hiai [18] , which deal with set-valued martingales in W . It also extends Theorem 3.4 of [34] and Theorem 3.2 of the recent paper of Dam [9] . Theorem 14. If_ X* is separable and F" : Si -► Pfc(X) are !n-measurable multifunctions such that (1) {F" , I"}">i is a set-valued uniform amart, (2) \Jn>xFn(co)w £ Pwk(X) for all co £ Si, (3) {|.F"|}">i is uniformly integrable, then there exists F(-) £ ■SC^kc(X) suchthat F"(co) A F (to) p-a.e.
Proof. From Corollary 1.2 of Luu [25] , we know that there exists a sequence {fin)k,n>\ such that, for every k > 1 , {f¡¡, !"}«>i is a uniform amart selection of F"(-) (i.e. for every co £ Si, f"(co) £ F"(co)) and for every n > 1, {fn(to)}k>l = F"(to). Set F (to) = conv {mk(co)}k>x , co £ Si. Our claim is that this is the desired limit multifunction. First note that because of (3) and the Krein-Smulian theorem, we have that F £ S^kc(X). Next for x* e X*, we have a(x*, F"(to)) < sup(x*, mk(co)) + sup(x*, pk(co)) k>\ k>\ < sup(x*, mk(co))+ \\x*\\sn(co), co £ Si. Next note that fk(co) = mk(co)+pk(co) -^ mk(co) p-a.e.
=> mk(co) £ s-limF"(co) p-a.e.
Since s-limF"(co) £ P/C(X), we have that
From (4) and (5) above we conclude that F"(co) ^+ F(co) p-a.e. Q.E.D.
From the proof of Theorem 14, we have that F"(co) ^* F(co) p-a.e. In fact in the next theorem, we show that we can have this without the separability of X*.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 15. If_ F":Si-> Pfc(X) are !"-measurable multifunctions such that (1) {F" ,!"}">x is a set-valued uniform amart, (2) \j\">xF"(co~)w £Pwk(X), (3) {li^l}«^! is uniformly integrable, then there exists F e J?Jkc(X) such that F"(co) ^* F (to) p-a.e.
Proof. From Proposition 1.6 of Luu [25] , we know that there exists a set-valued martingale {M" , !"}">x , M" £ S?fc(X) such that limT67-A(FT, MT) = 0. Also Theorem 3.2 of [34] (see also Theorem 3.2 of Wang-Xue [45] ) tells us that there exists F £ ¿z?}(!, X) such that M" = EZnF. Then for every A £ ! and for every x* £ X*, we have L |cr(x*, F"(to)) -o(x*, Ez-F(to))\ dp(co) ^ 0 as n -» oo.
IA
But from Theorem 9 we know that o(x*, Ez"F(to)) = Ez"o(x*, F(co)) for all co £ Si\N, p(N) = 0 and all x* £ X*. So from Levy's theorem, we know that for every x* £ X*, Ez»o(x*, F(-)) -» cr(x*, F(-)) in Lx(Si). Hence for every A £ I we have L \a(x*, F"(co)) -o(x', F(co))\ dp(co) : / |<t(x*, F"(co)) -Ez"cj(x* , F(co))\ dp(co) Ja + [ \ET"o(x*, F(co)) -o(x*, F(to))\ dp(to) -* 0 Ja i a as n -* oo . On the other hand, for every x* e X*, {o(x*, F"(-)), I"}">i is a real-valued amart. So from Theorem 2.3 of Edgar-Sucheston [14] , we have that if D* is a countable subset of X* which is dense in the Mackey topology m(X*, X) (it exists since X is separable; cf. Wilansky [46, p. 144] ), then for all x* £ D* and all co £ Si\N, p(N) = 0 we have a(x*, F"(to)) -> u(co, x*).
So for all A £ I and all x* £ D* / a(x*, F (to)) d p(co) = \ u(co,x*)dp(co) Ja Ja => o(x*, F(co)) = u(to, x*) for all (co, x*) £ (Si\Nx) x D*, p(Nx) = 0.
Because of hypothesis (2), F(co) £ G(to) to £ Si\N2, p(N2) = 0 with G(to) = oenvfLU, F"(co) U (-(Jn>xF"(co))] £ Pwkc(X). Now let y* £ X*.
Then we can find a net {x*}a£j in D* such that x* -* y* in m(X*, X). For all co £ Si\N, N = TV, U N2, p(N) = 0, we have \o(y*,F"(co))-o(y*,F(co))\ < \a(y", F"(co)) -o(x*a , F"(co))\ + \o(x*a , F"(co)) -G(x*a , F(co))\ + \a(x:,F(to))-o(y*,F(co))\ < 2o(y* -x*a , G(co)) + \o(x*a , F"(co)) -u(co, xQ*)|.
Recall that |cr(x*, F"(co)) -u(co, x*)| -► 0 as n -* oo for all a £ J. Also o(-, G(co)) is w-continuous. Hence we deduce that for all co £ Si\N, p(N) = 0 and all y* £ X* o(y*, F"(co)) -a(y*, F(to)) => F"(co) % F(co) p-a.e. Q.E.D.
A careful reading of the above proof reveals that we can drop hypothesis (2) at the expense of reintroducing the separability hypothesis on the dual space X*. So we have: Theorem 16. IJ_ X has the RNP, X* is separable and Fn : Q -► P/C(X) are !n-measurable multifunctions such that (1) {F", !"}">■ is a set-valued uniform amart, (2) {|F"|}">i is uniformly integrable, then there exists F £ Sf}(X) such that F"(co) ^* F(co) p-a.e.
Let ¿2ff(X) be the closure of the set of simple multifunctions in the metric space (¿?fc(X), A). It is easy to see that F £ ^[(X) if and only if, for /¿-almost all co £ Si, F(co) belongs to a separable subspace of (P/C(X), h). If dim X < oo, from the Radstrom embedding theorem (see ), we have that J?)C(X) -S'f(X).
Using an argument of Neveu [27] , we can have the following improvement of Theorem 16 provided we know that the limit random set, guaranteed by that result, belongs in J2?)C(X). and from the Banach-Dieudonné theorem we know that o(-, G(co)) is continuous from B^. into R, where B*,. denotes the unit ball of X* equipped with the 1/j"-topology (note that, by Mazur's theorem, G(-) £ J5fkxc(X)). So for every co £ Si\N, p(N) = 0, {o(-, F"(co))}">x is equicontinuous in C(5*.) and by Theorem 19, o(x*, F"(co)) -* o(x*, F(to)) for all (co,x*) £ (Si\N) x X*, p(N) = 0. So from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem , we deduce that a(-, F(co)) £ C(ß*.) for all co £ (Si\N), p(N) = 0. Hence F(.) £ S?k\(X) and sup |cr(x*, F"(to)) -o(x*, F(co))\ -* 0 as n -* oo lk'||<i for all to £ Si\N, p(N) = 0. Thus by Hörmander's formula, we get F"(to) -* F(co) p-a.e. Q.E.D.
